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Powered by AI and a rapidly growing data-centric ecosystem, digital
transformation is sweeping through the Manufacturing industry. The
combination of a “data first” culture backed by AI insights and unprecedented
levels of automation is changing everything—from supply chain, materials,
quality and order management to production processes, factory maintenance,
order fulfillment, logistics and services. Ultimately, AI-driven insights and
automation are transforming how enterprises increase productivity and gain
greater control over operations.
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The outcomes driven by AI are extraordinary.
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Who wins with AI

Enabling AI across the enterprise

Manufacturers, employees and customers all win with AI. These are a
few examples of transformative use cases.

Research shows that over 55% of organizations are on an
AI journey,2 and the average AI adopter has nine use cases
that require four different data types. Across industries, AI
use cases are integral to many functions—security, sales,
process automation, customer services, marketing, supply
chain, information management, automated machinery and
science.3 Successful AI implementations require rethinking
people, processes and technology to capture and process
volumes of diverse data using machine learning and deep
learning models integrated into processes and applications.
We can help you do that.
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Demand forecasting
Production monitoring and control
Materials mix and flow transparency
Predictive maintenance
Yield enhancement
Inventory and supply chain management
Delivery optimization
Customer insight
Quality control
Competitive pricing
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Time and motion studies (performance)
Root cause analysis (productivity)
Knowledge management
Decision support
Health, safety and ergonomics
Automated guided vehicle transport

•
•
•
•

Demand fulfillment (availability)
Quality control (better products)
Customer experience
Customer-driven innovation for more
meaningful use
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451 Research, Voice of the Enterprise: AI & Machine Learning, Use Cases 2020. Data is based on a survey of multiple industries. Link
MIT SMR Connections. How AI Changes the Rules for Management, 2020. Link

Making transformation real with AI
With insights and automation that increase employee value, streamline processes, and drive quality
and efficiency, the manufacturing industry is revolutionizing how goods are made. And, with 28+B
connected edge devices projected by 2024,4 this revolution is poised to escalate, as enterprises take
advantage of real-time intelligence to give customers exactly what they need just when they need it.

Accelerate intelligent outcomes with AI from Dell Technologies

Transportation is no exception.

When AI is done right, organizations can make big decisions and bold moves based on data-driven insights. Whether
you’re new to AI or ready to take it to the next level, accelerating intelligent outcomes requires alignment, optimization
and scale. Here’s how Dell Technologies can help you achieve more with AI.
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Transforming manufacturing processes can be
challenging for even the most advanced
organizations, due to the shortage of skills to
envision and implement new data-driven ways of
solving age-old problems. But the potential rewards
are tremendous—delighted customers, engaged
employees, and more profitable operations.

For more information, visit
DellTechnologies.com/ai or contact your Dell
Technologies sales representative.
4 IDC. Embedded Intelligence: Innovative Outcomes with Edge Cloud, an IDC InfoBrief,
Sponsored by Dell Technologies, 2020. Link
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